If Ramazzini were living and we had been privileged to have him attend the Industrial Health Conference in Rochester, New York, in April of this year, I believe he would have been pleased with what he saw and what he heard. Surely he would have been pleased to see 2,500 professionally-trained persons devoting their time and energies to reporting on the health problems of the worker, to searching for new ways of improving working conditions, to the testing of newer methods of searching out job-associated hazards, and to "dedicating" themselves once more to the prevention of disease and injury and to the promotion of optimal health, productivity, and social adjustment among those people who work.
The Industrial Health Conference is living proof that men and women can work together for the good of others. Its scientific programs show the effect of maturity. This is good.
It provides a common meeting place for the exchange of ideas and for learning. This Conference has become of age; it is recognized and sought after by many cities-this civic aspect emphasizes the growth in the size of the Conference. Growth in size for the sake of size alone has no virtue, but as a symbol of interest in and dedication to industrial health, it does become significant.
This annual Conference re-emphasizes to our managements, to our fellow workers, and to the public that we are not content to rest on past accomplishments, but feel the need for continued development by constantly probing into every facet of industrial health. We cannot permit our personal development to remain dormant. We must grow in our abilities to be contributing people and to realize real and lasting satisfaction from our efforts. The Industrial Health Conference has grown into an annual meeting providing us with programs and exhibits of such high caliber that we are stimulated to be seekers of knowledge and its practioal users in our daily assignments. We cannot expect such a Conference to communicate everything about everything to everybody, but it can, and does, motivate us to more effective action. Assuming emotional stability, effective intelligence, integrity, health, and enthusiasm on our parts, the Conference provides a permanent springboard for the exploration of new fields and the strengthening of time-proven methods in the task of caring for the health of the American worker.
New ideas, old ideas revamped; new friends and the warmth of old friends act as catalysts to send the conferees home, each with his or her own opinion as to the value of the Conference. What did you learn at the Conference? If you learned only one useful thing and took it back to your job, for you it was a successful meeting.
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